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Abstract
Resource selection function (RSF) models are increasingly being used to predict maps of
the relative probability of wildlife occurrence. Current methods evaluating a RSF’s
accuracy are reported as singular values, representing the overall ability of the model to
correctly determine species occurrence. These methods do not indicate the spatial
location or variation in accuracy. The spatial dependence in error values may relate to
ecological processes unaccounted for in the original RSF. The purpose of this research is
to explore spatial methods of evaluating RSF models using a conditional randomization
approach. A case study on adult female grizzly bears (Ursus arctos) is used to
demonstrate our approach. Local test statistics computed from bear telemetry locations
are used to identify RSF scores that are statistically lower than expected. Through
examining landscape characteristics associated with significant areas, factors that may
contribute to the unexpected RSF values can be identified.

Background and Relevance
A resource selection function (RSF) is a model that determines the probability of
use of a particular resource unit (Manly et al. 2002). They are often used as a
quantification tool in ecology since resource location determines the distribution
and abundance of organisms (Boyce and McDonald, 1999). RSF models
statistically correlate field observations to a set of habitat variables with the
intention of reflecting essential elements of the organism’s ecological
requirements, such as climate, land-cover, and geology.
The predictive capacity of a RSF is commonly reported as a singular accuracy
value (Fielding and Bell, 1997) that measures the overall ability of the model to
predict species occurrence. Common metrics used are: sensitivity, specificity, the
Kappa statistic, receiver operating characteristics (ROC) and area under the curve
(AUC) (Fielding and Bell, 1997; Raes and ter Steege, 2007). By reporting only a
single value, differences in the spatial distribution of model errors are ignored.
The spatial distribution of model errors may indicate ecological processes that
have not been accounted for in the RSF model (Fielding and Bell, 1997). By
characterizing the spatial distribution of model errors, areas that under perform
can be identified and supplementary data evaluated to determine source of errors
and, when included in the model, the level of improved predictive success.

Methods and Data
Randomization tests assess statistical significance based on empirical
distributions generated from the observed sample (Nelson and Boots, 2005).
Randomizations are appropriate for ecological data since many traditional
methods of statistical analysis are based on probability and distribution theories
that may not be known (Fortin and Jacquez, 2000). A reference distribution
through randomization, by contrast, is derived from the observed data by
randomization and is used to determine the significance of a statistic calculated
from the actual observed data (Fortin and Jacquez, 2000). The common
randomization tests, based on the complete spatial randomization (CSR) of
observations, are not appropriate for ecological data (Fortin and Jacquez, 2000)
since they are inherently spatially autocorrelated (Legendre, 1993) and therefore
data independence is violated. To avoid such dependence and to take into
account spatial structure in data, some researchers have employed a restricted
randomization process (e.g., Fortin et al. 1996).
Our goal is to show how conditional randomization methods can be used to
quantify the spatial variability in the predictive success of a RSF. We outline
methods and demonstrate them with a case study on patch-level selection
(Johnson, 1980) for grizzly bears (Ursus arctos) in the Yellowhead Ecosystem in
the Northeastern slopes of the Canadian Rockies. We use presence/available
data to fit a RSF model. The RSF was developed as a 30 m by 30 m grid for each
grizzly bear foraging season based on food availability and plant phenology
(Munro et al., 2006; Nielsen et al., 2003).
The pattern of observed adult female grizzly bear radio telemetry data is
quantified using spatially local statistics generated for 900 m by 900 m quadrats.
The conditional randomization is based on the expected number of grizzly bear
telemetry validation points that should fall within each RSF score bin (Johnson et
al., 2006). Reference distributions are generated by applying the same local
statistics to 99 permutations randomized conditionally on the RSF model
(Edgington, 1995). Comparison of the observed data to reference distributions
allows us to identify quadrats where the spatial pattern of habitat selection is
unexpected given conditioned random use of the RSF model. A map showing
unexpected locations is produced and compared with environmental data, such
as elevation and land cover, in order to explore how the RSF model can be
improved.
Results and Conclusions
We expect most of the bear telemetry locations will coincide with higher RSF
values. Telemetry points that consistently coincide with lower RSF values
indicate areas where the RSF is poorly predicting grizzly bear habitat selection.
By quantifying the spatial distribution of RSF model errors we can identify
regions where the RSF under performs. These areas can be linked to

supplementary data to evaluate variables that may be contributing to errors in
the RSF model.
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